
 

 

 

  

                                                                                   

 

 

   

 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Geoboard  Construction 

1. MDF board  or  plywood  (30 x 30 cm) 
2. Lacquer  +  paint (optional)  to  protect  the  board 
3. A square of matt  black  vinyl  sticker 
4. Brass nails : soft to the touch and won’t rust  
5. Odd no. of nails : e.g. 7 x 7 = 49  gives a central nail.  
6. Cheap to make, easy to maintain, portable (with a car)     

7. See my video on Youtube  How to Make Geoboards  
 

   Caleb  Gattegno  (1911 – 1988) 

 Born in Egypt 
 Son of a Spanish trader 
 Largely self-taught 
 Pioneered the use of geoboards and  

Cuisenaire rods as learning tools 
 Spent the latter half of his life till his death  

in 1980s travelling the world giving lectures  
and seminars.  Wrote over 100 books.  

 

 

 Hands  On   Lower  Secondary  Maths 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Typical  Lower  Secondary  Maths  Curriculum

GRADE   7 GRADE    8 GRADE  9

GEOMETRY – POLYGONS : names,

perimeter, symmetry, angles,    

area, diagonals 

NUMBER THEORY

INTEGERS

INDICES or EXPONENTS or POWERS

ANGLES

GEOMETRY – USING A COMPASS

DECIMALS and   FRACTIONS

ESTIMATION and APPROXIMATION

ORDERED PAIRS and GRAPHS    

POLYNOMIALS

LINEAR EQUATIONS

RATIO and PERCENTAGE

MEASUREMENT

PIE CHARTS

CONGRUENT TRIANGLES

TRANSFORMATIONS  

REAL NUMBER  and  SQUARE ROOT

PYTHAGORAS’ THEOREM

VARIATION

LINEAR FUNCTION
GEOMETRY - PARALLEL LINES

VOLUMES & SURFACE AREAS of SOLIDS 

GRAPHING TWO LINEAR EQUATIONS

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS

SIMILARITY  

SETS

INEQUALITIES

STATISTICS

PROBABILITY

TRIGONOMETRY

FACTORING POLYNOMIALS

PARABOLAS

POLYNOMIAL FRACTIONS

MISCELLANEOUS GEOMETRY  THEOREMS

KEY : BOLD : geo-boards can be used for these topics

 

LINKS  : My website :  www.mathswithgeoboards.com                      ( for videos ) 

My Youtube channel :  Maths with Geoboards                                            ( for worksheets ) 

My email :  mathswithgeoboards@gmail.com                                           ( for contact ) 

Caleb Gattegno    Video :  Mathematics at your Fingertips      ( I961) on Youtube  

                   Book :   Geoboard Geometry   on the internet 

 

Conclusions  :   Advantages  of   Geoboards 

1.   Fun to use. 
2.   Understanding of concepts is deeper and stronger.  

3.   Recall of what has been learnt is much better.  

4.   Help overcome a “fear” of Maths : easy to attempt an answer, easy to correct a mistake 

5.   Suitable for repeated exercises : these quickly increase students’ skill and confidence.  
6.   Real and “hands-on” is better than virtual and remote (i.e. the internet)  

7.   Time efficient : geoboards need only be used for the first 10 -15  minutes of a class.  

8.   Time efficient : answers quickly and easily corrected by the teacher (vs. a worksheet)   
9.   Suitable for trying out various geometric theorems by the students themselves.  

 

http://www.mathswithgeoboards.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZ0RT_7nrq_2qFn9PbvksYg
mailto:mathswithgeoboards@gmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrMty8v2DqI
https://issuu.com/eswi/docs/1027_geoboard_geometry

